Clutch Spotlights Banyan Labs as a Leading
Social Impact Organization
Banyan Labs is a team on a mission to provide second chances. Headquartered in
Memphis, Tennessee, our team employs 100% justice-impacted individuals and
professionals that want to make a difference. We build top-notch end-to-end solutions
that help businesses accelerate towards their goals. We handle projects that allow both us
and our clients to leave lasting, positive social change.
Known for its collection of verified client testimonials, Clutch is a Washington DC-based
platform that encompasses different B2B industries and locations. The platform allows
millions of browsers to find out more about
trusted agencies and companies for their unique
needs. The reviews earned by vendors are the
basis of their rankings, ratings, and recognitions.
Clutch’s esteemed certification program is aimed
at empowering socially and economically
disadvantaged companies. The said program
recently added new categories aside from
minority-owned and LGBTQ-owned companies.
Firms that want to be ranked among Clutch’s list
of social or environmental impact leaders must
prove their focus on making great contributions.
It’s an extremely exciting moment for us to
announce that Banyan Labs has been ranked on
Clutch’s list of the top social impact companies in
the United States for 2022!
When we started this company, we kept thinking about how convictions and prison
change the lives of individuals — having a record, living through stigma, and struggling
to restart life. We know we wanted to not just show but also play a role in supporting
those affected by the change. Since our inception, we’ve made great strides to make sure
that we’re fulfilling our mission.

Receiving a certification award because of our mission feels surreal. We are incredibly
grateful and proud to have this honor. Banyan Labs dedicates this honor to our fantastic
clients, stakeholders, and teammates. Thank you for being part of our story and journey
for positive change!
Our story wouldn’t be possible without the projects entrusted to us. We’d also like to take
this opportunity to express our appreciation for our clients who put their confidence in us.
We are privileged and delighted to have you as our partners.
Be involved. Be part of broader change. Connect with Banyan Labs and let us know how
we can work together. Discuss your project with us and get a free quote.

